This is the home for those who know the success or failure of one shot hinges on one number. Whether you're in your backyard stand or traversing the open country out west, there's a Halo® rangefinder that can get you there.

Halo Optics is the exclusive licensee of two patents held by Opti-Logic Corporation. Opti-Logic is viewed by many as the originator of hand-held rangefinder technology, founded by product designers who literally helped put men on the moon. With more than three decades of design innovation, Opti-Logic continues to lead the industry with trailblazing new ideas.

TECH

1. **ANGLE INTELLIGENCE**
   Shots from elevated positions have less gravitational pull since they're already traveling downward. Tree stand hunters know this often leads to overshoot targets. To solve this, Angle Intelligence accounts for slope to target to calculate the angle compensated distance.

2. **AUTO ACQUISITION**
   Lock in multiple targets at different yardages quickly and accurately. Scan Mode delivers up to four distance readings per second. So you're free to react and adapt your plan without losing any time.

3. **SCAN MODE**
   Press a button, and you’ll have an exact range reading immediately. New Halo rangefinders continue to chip away at acquisition times – now two times faster than previous models.

4. **GLASS LENSES**
   Found in our most premium model (XLR1500), glass lenses are 20% more efficient than standard lenses. This means max ranges and acquisition times are just about as close to perfect as you can get.

5. **ERGONOMIC DESIGN**
   The intention behind Halo rangefinders’ unique aesthetic isn’t just to look good to the eye, but to feel good in the hand. The complexities of the natural grip and finger pressure points have been taken into account for ultimate comfort and enhanced performance.

6. **WATER-RESISTANT**
   Halo rangefinders are meant to be used in the field, so dealing with the elements is inevitable. We took special care to protect the inner workings of every unit with a durable, water-resistant body that can weather the storm.
When it comes to hunting, gear is essential but timing is everything. So Halo Optics has created an entirely new product category to help you stay efficient and accurate. Meet the XBS-1: a combination laser sight designed specifically for crossbow hunters. You’ll get the benefit of Halo’s innovative rangefinder technology — including Auto Acquisition, Angle Intelligence™ and Scan Mode. Then, without a millisecond of time or inch of movement lost, you’re ready to shoot with a close-range sight already at your fingertips. Easily mounts to any crossbow with a weaver style rail and includes a remote button for instant activation.

- Organic LED glass display with UV coating
- Ideal for close-range crossbow targeting up to 150 yards
- Mounts to weapon as combination rangefinder/sight
- Remote button for easy, instant power on
- Dimming feature adjusts display brightness
- Auto Acquisition acquires exact range almost instantaneously
- Angle Intelligence™ calculates true horizontal distance to target at any elevation
- Scan Mode locks in multiple targets at different yardages
- Precise to +/- 1 yard
- Water resistant
- 1-year warranty

XBS-1
Yes, it is possible to find a rangefinder that looks good and works even better, all at an affordable price. The modern aesthetic of the XL500 is the hook that will draw you in, but it’s this rangefinder’s functionality that will keep you there. An ergonomic, water-resistant body protects the interior optics for 6x magnification at an impressive 500 yards.

- Maximum 500 yards to reflective target
- 6x magnification
- Scan Mode locks in multiple targets at different yardages
- Precise to +/- 1 yard
- Water resistant
- 1-year warranty

**NEW**

**XL500**

**XL500-9**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>UPC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>61637651168 4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The XLR1500 reaches farther than any Halo® rangefinder ever has before, giving rifle hunters and long-range target shooters impressive accuracy at up to 1,500 yards. The simple press of a button calculates distance to target almost instantaneously, and scan mode makes switching between targets just as easy. With 6x magnification, premium glass lenses and AI Technology™ – the XLR1500 is quite simply, the best in every category.

- Maximum 1,500 yards to reflective target
- 6x magnification
- Auto Acquisition acquires exact range almost instantaneously
- Angle Intelligence™ calculates true horizontal distance to target at any elevation
- Scan Mode locks in multiple targets at different yardages
- Ergonomic design with non-slip grip
- Premium glass lenses
- Precise to +/- 1 yard
- Water resistant
- 1-year warranty

XLR1500-8
UPC 6 16376 51062 5

The greater the distance, the bigger the bragging rights. The Z1000 has the power to hit gargantuan distances with ease. It looks the part with a new body style in a user-friendly ergonomic shape, and acts the part with 6x magnification and up to a 1,000-yard range. Calculate distance to target in a split second, then use Scan Mode to easily transition between targets.

- Maximum 1,000 yards to reflective target
- 6x magnification
- Auto Acquisition acquires exact range almost instantaneously
- Angle Intelligence™ calculates true horizontal distance to target at any elevation
- Scan Mode locks in multiple targets at different yardages
- Ergonomic design with non-slip grip
- Precise to +/- 1 yard
- Water resistant
- 1-year warranty

Z1000-8
UPC 6 16376 51061 8
XR700

The XR Series is a re-imagined evolution of one of Halo’s most popular series (the XRT), with a modern look that feels at home in your pack and your hand. Whatever your list of “must haves” entails, you can’t go wrong with an XR. The XR700 keeps things classic yet modern with a grey and black body. Reaching 700 yards with 6x magnification power, it will do the job and then some.

- Maximum 700 yards to reflective target
- 6x magnification
- Auto Acquisition acquires exact range almost instantaneously
- Angle Intelligence™ calculates true horizontal distance to target at any elevation
- Scan Mode locks in multiple targets at different yardages
- Precise to +/- 1 yard
- Water resistant
- 1-year warranty

XR700-8  UPC  6 16376 51059 5

XL600

The XL600 delivers big on technology and value. Standard features include a water-resistant design, 600-yard range, 6x magnification and Scan Mode for constant ranging. It’s also equipped with Angle Intelligence™ to ensure proper angle readings for all types of terrain. Turns out, going back to the basics is anything but basic.

- Maximum 600 yards to reflective target
- 6x magnification
- Angle Intelligence™ calculates true horizontal distance to target at any elevation
- Scan Mode locks in multiple targets at different yardages
- Precise to +/- 1 yard
- Water resistant
- 1-year warranty

XL600-8  UPC  6 16376 51058 8